
COVID-19 Meet Host’s Plan 

The Host,      , agrees to comply and to enforce health and safety mandates and guidelines of USA Swimming, 

Kentucky Swimming, the State of Kentucky and      County.  

Statement of Local Protocols and Requirements  

• List current CDC requirements:  

1. when to wear a mask 

2. social distancing requirements 

3. how many people may be at the facility 

 Due to the current COVID-19 environment and limited pool deck space at the       facility,       Club is strongly 

discouraging spectators at this time, however there are many volunteer roles that will be required. We will 

continuously monitor the evolving guidelines pertaining to group size as it relates to COVID-19 and guidelines from 

various local and state agencies.  

INGRESS/EGRESS 

Spectators will ingress the facility through      marked Enter and egress the facility through       marked Exit.  

Volunteers, officials, swimmers, and coaches will use the entry      and exit      doors set up in the       Club 

Re-Entry Procedures.  

Spectators will be required to wear a face mask      .  

Planned Number of Individuals 

Pool Deck 

− not to exceed      % of pool capacity which equals       people, maximum pool capacity is       
Swimmers 

− planned number of swimmers per session will not exceed       people.  

−       Club will limit the total number of swimmers in the pool area (not to exceed       people) by 

only having the swimmers that need to warm up/cool down and the those who are in the next 3 heats 

in the pool area. The rest of the swimmers will be waiting       area maintaining social distancing 

guidelines.  

−       Club will have volunteers in the hallway monitoring the total number of people on the pool deck 

at all times.  

− Warm up and cool down pools will not exceed more than       swimmers in a lane at a time. 

− Swimmers will not proceed to the starting blocks until the current swimmers in the water have exited 

the pool. 

− Interval times will be increased in between heats to allow for social distancing of swimmers. 

Coaches 

− planned number of coaches per session will not exceed       people. 

Officials 

− planned number of officials per session will not exceed       people. 

Volunteers on the pool deck 

− planned number of volunteers on the pool deck will not exceed       people.  

 



Spectator Standing area on the pool deck area 

− planned number of spectators, that are not volunteers, will not exceed       people. The area will be 

marked off and only for spectators. 

Optional - suggested 

All spectators will be required to answer health questions and take a temperature screening which will happen in 

the hallway before they can enter the facility or pool areas.  

All spectators will have to reserve a spectator spot, if not volunteering, before the start of the meet and a limit of 

one spectator per a family will be enforced. This will allow       to have a list of people who were in the building 

during the meet.  

Health questions and temperature screenings will happen at the entry door for this group.  

 


